
Simplified BPS Program Flowchart

Start
esrubps/bps.f

- Set up font size for graphic environment and some initial values.
- Set up initial graphics or text display.
- Find the user's home folder and get user's custom settings.
- Get the root journal file (setup by prj) from the user's home folder.
- Scan the defaults file for default configuration.
- Make temporary use of file.

Input file is
specified.

* If an input file has been specified then load
it
   and then return to the main menu.

MZINPT
esrubps/input.f

Control input of a data set which defines
building and/or plant configuration

for simulation.

Yes

Set up menu.

USRMSG
esru/esru_ter.f

Generic message/prompt
facility for all terminal types.

Sys-config.
file is not yet

entered.
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USRMSG (... file not yet ... entered.)
esru/esru_ter.f

Generic message/prompt facility
for all terminal types.

Re-display the menu.

Pick menu.

Increment
input flag.

MZINPT
esrubps/input.f

Control input of a data set which defines
building and/or plant configuration

for simulation.

Note: Some minor subroutines and flow are excluded.

Climate
date file.

Set climate data file.
If found, attempt to open

and test that it is a climate
file by reading records.

StopError

Simulation.
MZSIML

esrubps/simcon.f
Main energy simulation

controlling routine.

Set up trace.

Warning. Warning messages switch.

Toggle. Toggle trace level of report
or help message.

Help message.
Display

help
message.

Close library. Close moisture result library
if there are.

Pick menu.

End

Input file is
specified.

* Load an input file, after confirmation
   and return to the main menu.

ERSYS
Read a system configuration file
which define the building and/or
plant definition for simulation.

Yes

System configuration file name ?

Error.

No

- Time-independent zone data (unless plant only).
- Fluid flow simulation parameters if fluid flow network defined.
- Unless building only, plant matrix template setup & checks.
- Plant manufacturer's and/or static data & plant template checks.
- Specify ground simulation start-up period.
- Read in the multilayer construction database so that it's data may be
  accessed by control and reporting facilities.
- If a TDF database has been referenced in the configuration file then
  open it now and read general attributes of its contents into common.
- Check if the climate data file in the configuration file is correct. If
not,
  obtain the correct file from the user.

Return to BPS
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File
does not

exist.

MZTRAC
esrubps/simcon.f

Allow the user to select areas of
bps for trace output.

Trap unused
menu picks.

Return
to

the main.

Subroutine
MZINPT

The following is MZINPUT flow.

MZSIML
esrubps/simcon.f

MZLIBF
esrubps/reslib.f

Assign any user-specified library in which the
simulation results are stored.

Set period if
not done.

MZSPER
esrubps/simcon.f

Allow user definition of the simulation period
(in terms of start and finish day and month
numbers) and the computational time step.

Yes

Set up menu text.

Change
result

library.

MZLIBF
esrubps/reslib.f

Assign any user-specified library in which the
simulation results are stored.

Change
simulation

period.

MZSPER
esrubps/simcon.f

Allow user definition of the simulation period
(in terms of start and finish day and month
numbers) and the computational time step.
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Save level. Change save level.

Graphic
monitor. Graphic monitor setup.

Unknown.

The following is MZSIML flow.

Simulate.
SIMCON

esrubps/simcon.f
Set the final parameters and

executing a simulation.

Delete last
result set.

Simulation
toggles.

Info on current
parameters.

Output.

Help.

Return.
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Return to BPS

TSCINP
esrubld/tscon.f

Timestep controller.

MZDEL
esrubps/reslib.f

Delete the last-result set
saved in the solution file.

SIMTOG
esrubps/simcon.f

Set simulation toggles.

MZINFO
esrubps/mzinfo.f

Display the values of the
currently set simulation

parameters.

MZOUTP
esrubld/mzoutp.f

Give summary output.

PHELPD
esru/esru_ter.f

Display the current contents
of common pophelp.

Setup timestep
controller.

Unknown.

Passing user choice.

Passing user choice.

SIMCON
esrubps/simcon.f

MZCSTR
esrubld/bctlf.f

Define the various control functions and
control loops which will control the

subsequent simulation.

DFSPER
esrudfs/cfmgerb.f

Set simulation period in
which CFD is active.

* Run the necessary number of simulations.
   (default number of times = 1)

* MZNUMA
esrubps/bmatsv.f

The main controller for the
numerical simulation.

Repeat. Close files
if last simulation.

MZSAVE
esrubps/reslib.f

Saves the last simulation
results-set permanently in

the solution file.

No

Return to
MZSIML

The following is SIMCON flow.

Repeat.

Fall through from
 normal picks,

 re-display
 the menu.

Fall through from
 normal picks,

 re-display
 the menu.

Passing user choice.

Passing user choice.

* See "MZNUMA"
Flowchart.
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